ADDENDUM NO. 2
TO THE
INVITATION TO BID (ITB) 4269
2013 STREET RESURFACING PROJECT
FOR THE
CITY OF ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN

The following changes, additions, and/or deletions shall be made to the ITB 4269 for the 2013 Street Resurfacing Project, for the City of Ann Arbor, Michigan.

The information contained herein shall take precedence over the original documents and all previous addenda, and is appended thereto. This Addendum includes 1 page(s) and 0 drawing(s).

The Contractor is to acknowledge receipt of this Addendum No. 2 on page P-1 of the Bid Documents prior to submitting its Proposal.

Changes in the Bid Documents which are outlined below are referenced to a page or drawing in which they appear conspicuously. The Bidder is to take note in its review of the documents and include these changes as they affect work or details in other areas not specifically referenced here.

Item #1: Contract Documents, Bid Form, Page BF-1;
Change the quantity for Item 232 REM. CONC. SIDEWALK & DRIVE – ANY THICKNESS from “87,524 S.F.” to “24,541 S.F.”

Item #2: Contract Documents, Bid Form, Page BF-3;
Change the quantity for Item 267 6” WRAPPED UNDERDRAIN from “3,300 L.F.” to “3,700 L.F.”

Item #3: Contract Documents, Bid Form, Page BF-4;
Change the quantity for Item 597 THERMOPL. PVMT. MKG., 24” WHITE from “1,221 L.F.” to “1,491 L.F.”

Item #4: Contract Documents, Plan Set, Sheet 36 (Depot Cover Page);
To the Quantities Table, add Item 226 – HMA PAVEMENT WEARING – 5E3 with a quantity of 560 Tons